New Dietary Guidelines Urge Less Sugar for All and Less Protein for Boys and Men
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The dietary guidelines have typically encouraged Americans to consume fruits and vegetables, whole grains, lean meat, and low-fat foods, while restricting intake of saturated fat and dietary cholesterol.

New federal dietary guidelines announced on Thursday urge Americans to drastically cut back on sugar, and for the first time have singled out teenage boys and men for eating too much meat, chicken and eggs.

Despite those warnings, the guidelines were also notable for what they did not say. While draft recommendations had suggested all Americans adopt more environmentally-sustainable eating habits by cutting back on meat, that advice was dropped from the final guidelines. And longstanding limits on dietary cholesterol were also removed, a victory for the nation’s egg producers, which have long argued that cholesterol from eggs and seafood is not a major health concern.

The dietary guidelines, issued by the Agriculture and Health and Human Services Departments, are updated every five years and were first issued in 1980. Typically, they have encouraged Americans to consume more fruits and vegetables, whole grains, lean meat, and low-fat foods, while restricting intake of saturated fat, trans fats and dietary cholesterol. Though many individual consumers may not give the guidelines much thought, the recommendations have the potential to influence the diets of millions of Americans. The guidelines affect the foods chosen for the school lunch program, which feeds more than 30 million children each school day, and they help shape national food assistance programs like the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and Children, which has eight million beneficiaries.

This year, the advice to cut back on sugar — specifically to limit added sugars to 10 percent of daily calories — may also lead to changes in food nutrition labels. This summer, the Food and Drug Administration proposed labels that would require food and beverage firms to disclose the amount of added sugar as a way to distinguish it from naturally-occurring sugar in foods. The advice to cut back on sugar echoes similar advice from the World Health Organization and other groups, which have cited evidence that lowering added sugar could reduce the risk of obesity, heart disease, Type 2 diabetes and some types of cancer.
The biggest surprise in the guidelines was the conclusion that teenage boys and men were generally consuming too much protein. As a result, the guidelines recommend that men and boys “reduce their overall intake of protein foods” such as meat, poultry and eggs and add more vegetables to their diets.

“That’s almost half the population, so that’s a big deal,” said Michael F. Jacobson, executive director of the Center for Science in the Public Interest, a nutrition advocacy group in Washington.

In response to the guidelines the beef industry commended the government for encouraging lean meat consumption as part of a healthy diet. But it took issue with the suggestion that men and teenage boys were consuming too much protein.

“A significant amount of research shows that many people can lose and maintain a healthy weight, support a healthy metabolism and age more vibrantly when they consume more high-quality protein,” Dr. Richard Thorpe, a Texas cattle rancher and doctor, said in a statement on behalf of the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association, an industry trade group.

Last year, an advisory committee of nutrition experts assembled by the government recommended that the dietary guidelines encourage all Americans to consume more plant-based foods and less meat to help promote environmentally sustainable eating habits. That suggestion elicited intense lobbying and criticism from the food and meat industries, leading to a congressional hearing on the topic last year. In December, Congress passed a spending bill that contained a provision calling for a review of the dietary guidelines by the National Academy of Medicine and restricting the scope of the guidelines to nutrition, which essentially eliminated the advice about following an environmentally-sustainable diet.

“That was the most controversial thing, and now it’s on the cutting-room floor,” Dr. Jacobson said.

In a news conference, Tom Vilsack, the secretary of agriculture, said that the guidelines were “fully compliant with the congressional directives” contained in the recent spending bill. “There’s been a healthy debate about these guidelines,” he said. “And I think that’s been extraordinarily helpful in allowing us to educate the public about what the guidelines are and what they are not.”

Some public health experts expressed concern that the guidelines sent a mixed message. On the one hand, the guidelines for the first time advise Americans to focus less on individual nutrients and to think more broadly about overall patterns of healthy eating, like consuming a vegetarian or Mediterranean-style diet.

At the same time, the guidelines also continue to tell people to sharply limit their intake of nutrients such as salt, sugar and saturated fat. Some of those restrictions – like the limits on sodium and saturated fat – have been challenged by new research and questioned by nutrition experts who say they’re outdated.

Marion Nestle, a professor of nutrition, food studies and public health at New York University, said that she applauded the guidelines for saying that the emphasis should be on food patterns and not on individual nutrients. But she said the guidelines did not follow through on that recommendation.

“They make such a point of saying they’re talking about food patterns,” said Dr. Nestle, who was a member of the 1995 guidelines advisory committee. “But they didn’t really do it. They either caved in or they don’t understand what it means. There are lots of ways in which they’re undermining the food patterns message.”

For many years, the dietary guidelines have recommended that Americans limit their intake of dietary cholesterol to 300 milligrams a day – slightly less than the amount in two eggs – which scared many people away from egg yolks, shellfish and other cholesterol-rich foods. While the latest guidelines dropped that longstanding limit on dietary cholesterol, the panel also noted that Americans should “eat as little dietary cholesterol as possible” to lower their risk of cardiovascular disease.
The Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine, which advocates a vegan diet, announced that they were filing a lawsuit against the government over its decision to drop the 300-milligram cholesterol limit from the guidelines. The group said that members of the dietary guidelines advisory committee had close ties to the egg industry and that they had relied too heavily on industry-funded studies.

Another advocacy group, the Nutrition Coalition, said that other than the new cap on added sugar, the guidelines mostly continued old advice to eat more whole grains, produce and vegetable oils while cutting back on foods that contain saturated fat such as butter, whole milk and red meat.

“These dietary guidelines are virtually identical to those of the past 35 years, during which time obesity and diabetes have skyrocketed,” said Nina Teicholz, an investigative journalist and Nutrition Coalition board member. “Given the same advice, it’s not clear why we should expect different outcomes.”
SECRETS TO MAKING NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS STICK

Research suggests that approximately half of all Americans make New Year’s resolutions yet only 8% actually achieve them. Behavioral psychologist from Yale, Dr. Paul Marciano, offers secrets on how to be a part of that 8%.

1. **Clearly define your goals.** Want to get in shape? What does that mean, how will you achieve it? Make goals that are specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound goals (SMART). The first step to behavior change is to clearly understand what “it” is.

2. **Track your progress.** “If you can measure it, you can change it.” The measurements will be a source of motivation as you reflect on where you started and where you are. They will also help identify sticking points in your progress so you can adjust your efforts.

3. **Have patience.** Set realistic goals and realize that progress is never linear. Making lasting changes takes time.

4. **Publicize your goals to friends and family.** Social support is critical. It does take personal courage and vulnerability to share something you might actually fail at, but in order to dramatically increase your odds of success, you’ll want support from those around you.

5. **Put it on your schedule.** Make your new goals a priority and actually schedule them into your calendar. Think of these time blocks as important appointments—just like an appointment with a doctor. Don’t automatically schedule something else over them. “That which is scheduled gets done.”

6. **Stop “all or nothing” thinking; it’s better to do something than nothing.** Are you guilty of “all or nothing” thinking? Do you ever think, “Well, I might as well get dessert since I already ate those French fries?” The difference between doing something rather than nothing is huge. If you don’t have a full hour to workout at the gym, just decide to make it the best 20-minutes you can. If you have a financial emergency and you can’t save what you hoped this month, just save what you can. The bottom line is, any effort towards your goal is better than no effort.

7. **Get up, when you slip up.** None of us are perfect. Resiliency is key. Don’t turn relapses or temporary failures into total meltdowns or excuses for giving up. Instead, just acknowledge the mistake and recommit to the path.

Dr. Marciano firmly believes that achieving our goals isn’t about willpower. It’s about developing the right skills and strategies that, with patience, will lead to success. Keep these seven secrets in mind in 2016, and you’ll join the elite 8% who will be celebrating their success later in the year.

**Sources:** Forbes Magazine: A Psychologist’s Secrets to Making New Year’s Resolutions Stick – Kevin Kruse
NEW AND IMPROVED DIET AND FITNESS APPS FOR A HEALTHY 2016

These new and improved diet and fitness apps put nutritionists and personal trainers in your hand. A healthier, happier you is just a tap or swipe away.

Ipiit: Watch what you eat. This screening app reads food labels and determines whether the food meets your health standards.

Free for IOS & Android

Weight Watchers: The recently launched SmartPoints plan takes calories, protein, sugar and saturated fat into account—not just carbs, fiber, protein and fat, like the old system. The updated app also includes more fitness tracking. Search thousands of foods, restaurants and recipes, and use the barcode scanner to read nutrition labels.

Free with a WW online subscription

Earthmiles: Make every move count. This app links with your favorite activity tracker to count runs, walks, bike rides, and yoga sessions toward earning “Earthmiles.” These rewards can be redeemed for deals from wellness and sports brands like Reebok Spartan Races and Raw Chocolate Co., similar to frequent flyer miles.

Free for IOS & Android

Sworkit: Squeezing in exercise is no sweat. Tap a growing library of 170 different exercises ranging from 7-minute stretches to hour-long cardio blasts.

Free for IOS & Android

For more Fitness apps, visit: http://www.dartmouth.edu/wellness/fitness/fitness_apps.html

For more Nutrition apps, visit: http://www.dartmouth.edu/wellness/nutrition/nutrition_apps.html

Sources: NY Daily News: Five new and improved diet and fitness apps for a health 2016—Nicole Lyn Pesce
WHOLE-WHEAT CRANBERRY MUFFINS

Yield: 12 Servings    Cook Time: 11-12 minutes

Nutrition: 143 calories, 2.5 g fat, 28 g carbohydrates, 2 g fiber, 3 g protein, 108 mg sodium

INGREDIENTS:

- ¾ cup uncooked quick oatmeal
- ½ cup whole-wheat flour
- ½ cup all-purpose flour
- ½ cup firmly packed light brown sugar
- ½ cup sweetened dried cranberries
- ¼ cup toasted wheat germ
- 2 teaspoons baking powder
- ¼ teaspoon baking soda
- ¾ cup pineapple juice
- Egg substitute equivalent to 1 egg
- 1 tablespoon canola or corn oil
- 2 tablespoons unsalted sunflower seeds
- Cooking Spray (optional)

DIRECTIONS:

1. Preheat the oven to 400 degrees. Lightly spray a 12-cup muffin pan with cooking spray or put paper muffin cups in pan.
2. In a medium bowl, stir together the oatmeal, flours, brown sugar, cranberries, wheat germ, baking powder, and baking soda. Make a well in the center. Pour pineapple juice, egg substitute, and oil into the well, stirring until just moistened. Do not overmix; the batter should be slightly lumpy. Spoon the batter evenly into the muffin cups. Sprinkle with sunflower seeds.
3. Bake for 11 to 12 minutes, or until a wooden toothpick inserted in center of a muffin comes out clean. These muffins don’t need a cooling time before removing from the pan.

Source: American Heart Association
Well, you look like you're enjoying your new elliptical... Do you think you'll lose weight with it?

I hope so... but right now I keep pretending I'm walking to McDonald's.